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Let {Gi 2 Gz 2 -.+}={G,,} be a n inverse sequence of groups, and let 
d : l-I,>, G, + l-I,>, G,, be the homorphism (g,)+ (g,, 9 &(g,:i 1). The kernel of d is 
the inverse limit groupl&, {G,,}, and the cokernel of d is the pointed set&‘,{G,}. 
See [7] and [S]. {G,} satisfies the Mittag-LefPer condirion (ML) if for each n, there is N 
such that GLN’ = ll r=‘=, G’,k’, where GLk’ = image (A 0 * * . Q C$n+k_l). It is well 
known, and easy to prove, that if {G,} satisfies (ML), then l&!,{G,,} is the trivial 
pointed set {*}. In [7], Gray proved the converse under the hypotheses that each G, is 
countable and that each Gik’ is a normal subgroup of G,. In this note we prove the 
same without the normality assumption: 
Theorem. Let each G, be countable and let Ii& be trivial. Then {G,} satisfies 
(ML). 
We give two proofs. In the first, we follow Gray’s proof closely; where he has a 
certain commutative diagram of groups, we have a diagram of groups and pointed 
sets which does not commute: nevertheless, there is enough commutativity to push 
the proof through. In the second proof, we develop an idea of Adams [l], conceiving 
of the vanishing of lim’ as a “completeness” condition on a certain non-Hausdorff 
topology on each G,; we then concoct an appropriate Baire Category Theorem to 
finish the proof. 
The theorem that trivial lim’ implies (ML) is useful in handling certain problems 
concerning the difference between pointed and unpointed homotopy and pro- 
homotopy. These are discussed at the end of the paper. 
First proof of Theorem. To begin, we deal with the special case in which each 4, is an 
inclusion. By GJG, we will mean the pointed set of right cosets. Consider the 
natural function 4 : G1 +l&{Gi/G,}. We claim that 4 is onto (postpone proof). 
Then l&,{Gi/G,,} is countable. But Gi/G n+l is isomorphic to Gi/G, x G,/G,+i (as 
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sets), and if {G,} did not satisfy (ML), G,/G,+l would be non-trivial for infinitely 
many n, implying uncountability of l&,{Gr/G,}, a contradiction. 
To prove the claim, consider the (non-commutative) diagram of pointed sets: 
1 
I*) 
& 1 
n G, - I-IG I- I*) 
n n 
9 P I P I 
.L fl G,/G, ‘” ---l-I G/G 
i and j are inclusions. p is the product of projections. A is the diagonal. d’(g,)= 
(g, . g,tr). d is the restriction of d’ (as above). d” is defined by: d”(x) = * if x E image 
i, and d”(x) =x otherwise. All horizontal and vertical sequences are exact (d is onto 
by hypothesis). The diagram commutes except that p 0 d' f d”o p; however, if 
d”op(x)=*, rhenp 0 d’(x) = * (for,if x =(g”)and(G,g,)= *,then(G,g,g,~t)=*).A 
diagram chase proves that q is onto, and finishes the special case. 
For the general case, suppose (ML) is not satisfied. Then there is N such that 
G$’ # G$‘” for infinitely many k. Each GN+~ + GE’ is onto, so ]imi{G,} maps 
ontol&*{G$‘cG!$‘c* * e}, implying the latter is trivial. By the specral case we have 
a contradiction. 0 
Remark. Gray’s proof is the same, except that in his (implied) diagram d”((G,g,)) = 
(G,,g,,g;:r ), which is well-defined when all the subgroups are normal; his diagram of 
groups commutes. 
Second proof of Theorem. Again we begin with the special case in which each &, is 
an inclusion. Once this is proved, the remainder is the same as in the first proof and 
will not be repeated. 93 = {gG,(g E Gr, n 2 1) is a basis for a topology on G1 (left 
translation is a homeomorphism, but inversion might not be if the subgroups G,, are 
not normal). A sequence (g,) is Cuuchy if for each n, there is N(n) such that 
gf’gj E G, whenever i, j Z= N(n). G1 is complete if every Cauchy sequence converges. 
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By imitating the proof of the Baire Category Theorem [2; p. 2491 one immediately 
proves that if Gi is complete, then G1 is not the countable union of closed nowhere 
dense subsets. Suppose {GII} does not satisfy (ML), with Gi countable. Then 
Gk # n,G,, for all k, so each coset g(nnG,, j is clearly closed and nowhere dense, and 
there are only countably many such cosets. Hence G1 is not complete. The required 
contradiction then arises from the “if” half of the following. 
Proposition. G1 is complete if and only if hA{G,,} is trivial. 
Proof. “Zf”. Let (g,) be Cauchy, and let h, = g&:,givCn+ljE G,, where N(n) is as 
above. Since I;mA{G,} is trivial, there is k, E G, such that k,,h,, = k,,l for all n. So 
k,g&,, = kn+lgi\i:,,+l). Let z = k,g&,, (independent of n). Then clearly ( yNcnJ 
converges to z-i. So ( yn) converges to 2-i. 
“Only if”. Let g, E G,; we seek h, E G, such that h,g,, = h,+, for all n. Let 
k, = gig2 . . . g,.(k,)isCa UC y, e 1 converge to z (not unique!). Then the required h *I t’t
h, is z-lk,_I; h, E G, because there is i an such that z-‘k; E G,, hence 
-1 
Z-‘gl * ’ * &(&+I * * ’ gi)(gi -*g;‘)~G,v 0 
We close with an application of the theorem. 
Corollary. Let K be a countable connected complex, and let f: (K, *) --, (K, *) be a 
pointed map which is an unpointed homotopy idempotent (i.e. f2 is freely homotopic 
to f). Then f splits if and onfy ife!,{rr~(K, *) t* 
f# 
- rr,(K, *) -a * .} is trivial. 
To say that f splits is to say that there is a complex L and maps K &L such that 
d 0 u = lL and u 0 d = f. An example of Dydak and Mint [3] shows thit f need not 
split, though no example is known for K finite. 
Proof of Corollary. If f splits then the sequence {K L K J. - -} is equivalent in 
pro-homotopy to a complex L [5, Lemma 3.11, hence equivalent in pointed 
pro-homotopy to L [6, Theorem 4.13, hence the lim* vanishes. Conversely, if the lim’ 
vanisfhes, ;hen, by the theorem, {vrl(K, *) A 
f. 
TICK, *I -. - *} satisfies ML, and 
{KtKt. * a} is clearly dominated by K in pro-homotopy; together these imply 
that {(K, *) L (K, *) L * * .} is dominated by (K, *) in pointed pro-homotopy [3], and 
is therefore equivalent to a complex L in pro-homotopy [5, Theorem 3.21; hence f 
splits through L. 0 
Remark. The theorem, together with [3], immediately yields two useful facts in 
shape theory: 
(i) movable and hirl trivial @ pointed movable; and 
(ii) FANR and li&rri trivial e pointed FANR. 
The theorem also settles some questions asked in [4]. 
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